Shecter Real Estate Law, Advising and Securing Real Estate & Business
Transactions :

Shecter is a law firm based in Florida, providing professional attorneys to advise and
represent clients in the fields of real estate and business transactions.
If you don’t know about Florida’s real estate law industry, it is notoriously competitive.
Founder Mark S. Shecter knew this.

Despite the solid reviews and good foundation, this boutique law firm was missing a key
ingredient in the industry- information. The firm required quality and consistent blogging with
a real authoritative voice, turning the boutique enterprise into a wellspring of stron
information in real estate law.

It all began with a conversation. An exhaustive initial conversation was the first of many
where together, we determined the scope of the project, the client’s specific needs, the tone
of the business, and how the client wanted to grow and evolve.

This comprehensive digging paid off immediately. The first rounds of blog topics were
quickly approved. We followed up with the quality the client always wanted, helping to
establish the firm as an authorial voice in Florida commercial real estate.

If you’re getting curious about our style of writing, you can always check out the blogs we
still make together here :

After the initial set, we worked on a regular pattern of blogging content on a range of traffics,

all with the goal of driving traffic, improving SEO rankings, and obtaining a firm status as a
dynamic local source of real estate information. This ultimately delivered on the second
major need of the client - consistency.

Shecter Real Estate Law was very happy with our work. Once drowned out by larger
competitors, the company now sits among the top 10 for several keywords, including South
Florida real estate attorney.
And that never stopped our relationship. WriterArmy is proud to still deliver outstanding work
for our client in the legal industry, even years later our first success together.

